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SUMMARY
Numerical solutions are presented for two classes of similarity
equations corresponding to a range of three-dimensionalboundary-layer
flows. Equations for 13miting-flow deflection and equations for the
calculation of boundary-layer streamlines sre also presented.
y HWN31XJCTION
g
Recent years have seen an increase in research activity abed at
understanding three-ikbnensionalboundary-kye”r behavior. At present,
basic research is continuing in both the theoretical and experimental
phases of the problem. ~ the theoretical phasej one particular approach
* has been to seek exact solutions of the laminar incompressibleboundary-
layer equations as was done earlier for two-dimensional flows. The
search for exact solutions has been based on the so-called similarity
method in which the psrtial differential equations of the boundary layer
are reduced to a two-equation system of ordinary differential equations.
T%is research can in turn be divided into two categories. (he category
consists of solutions of specific probl-. The other consists of gen-
eral investigations for determining the circumstances under which simi-
larity solutions etist. Research in this last category (e.g., refs. 1
to 6) has generally been csxriedto the point of obtaining the similarity
equations but has not taken the neti logical step, namely, solving the
systems. In no small measure> this is a consequence of the complexity
of the equations and the great variety of possible cases. Such a program
is probably best accomplished by numerical analyses on high-speed ccm-
puting eqtipment.
The value of carrying out a program for determining solutions of
systems of similarity equations is twofold. IHrst, the solutions can
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.
give qualitative and quantitative information on boundary-layer behavior k
(see ref. 7). Secondly, the solutions provide a basis for developing so-
called approximate methods (e.g., momentum integral techniques). In view
of these considerations,certain specific systems of equations were
chosen frm reference 1 ad analyzed on M@-speed cmputers. The sys-
tems chosen correspond to mainstream flows which were felt to be of
greatest practical interest from those given in reference 1. (A detailed
discussion of the flows appears in the ANALYSIS section.) The research
presented in the following sections will have three objectives:
m
m
(1) Discussion and presentation of solutions of systems of similarity &
equations
.-
(2) Determination of characteristics of solutions under changes of
basic flow parameters
(3) Investigation of limiting boundary-layer deflection andcalcula-





rectangular coordinates oriented as in figure 1 - -
(All symbols are defined in the appendix.)







As e@-stied in reference 4> the previous equations
to ordinary differential equatians in terms of functions

















and where U, W, and g(x,z
I
are defined by the four possible basic sets
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As explained in reference 4, the flows defined by Cases I to IV are
restricted to take lace over developable surfaces.
?)
(It is well known,
however, that eqs. 1 apply only in regions where the principal curva-
tures of the surface are less than the correspondingboundary-layer
thickness.) The coordinates x and z are then considered as a system
of orthogonal coordinates mbedded in the surface, which, furthermore,
are geodesics of the surface. (If the surface is a plane, the coordinate
system is the usual rectangular system.)
In each of the four cases, the equations of the main-flow stream-
lines in the vicinity of the surface can be determined from
dzv
—=.dxu
The equations for main-flow streamlines are therefore:
Case I:
b @-n+lz.- + Const.
am- n+l) for m+n-1
I














Of these four cases, I and 11 were chosen for further enalysis.
Lhnited the and effort necessitated choosing only certain classes of
problems, and it was felt that I and 11 corresponded to flows of greatest
practical importance. One reason for this choice is that it is possible
to define mainstream flows with pressure gradients Which either give rise
to boundary layers starting from a leading edge or from a stagnation line
or point. In Cases 111 and IV this is not possible. (A diSCUSSiOIl Of
this problem is given on p. 10 of ref. 1.)
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The ordinsry differential equations resulting from substitution of




m(F’G’ - 1) -— GF-G’”=0
a 2l-lKJ
m where c = 1 in expression for g.
Case II:
‘(”2 - ‘) -—









boundary conditions for both cases are
F(O) =F’(0) = G(0) = G’(o) = o
lim F’(q)=l, WnG’(TI) =1
cALCULATIONS Cl?SCIXJT?IONS
A method is presented for the nmnerical solution




Processing Machine with a 653 E@h-Speed Storage Udt, Ihdexing Accumu-
lators, and Floating PointiArithmetic. All.calculations used single pre-
cision arithmetic, that is, eight significant figures.
In order to avoid large truncation errors intrcducedin the first
term of each of the equations to be solved, the following changes in
variable were introduced:
Let





q’(~) = F’(v) - 1 $’{7) =G’(TI) -1
@’(71 = F“(n) v“(?) = @’(7)
and
9’”(7} = F“’(v) V“(7)= w’(q)
Theequations to be solved then become:
Case I:
n{(p’z-1-2q’] - (*)( C/#’+qt’q) - @“= o (7a)
()
m{cp’~;+ cp*+$’) - .* (@” +*”q) - 1$”= () (7b)
Case II:




boundary conditions hold for both equations:






Um (p’(q) = o
*’(O) = -1.0
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* Each third-order eqmtion was treated as a set of three simultaneous
first-order equations, and the integration was done using the Runge-~tta
method with fourth-order accuracy. For exuuple, eqyations (7a) and (7%)











Substituting equations (9a], (9b], (9c), and (9d) tito (7a) and (7b)
gives
Q’ = n{~ + 2P) -
\ s’ =m@R+P+R]
The previous set of six simultaneous first-order differential equa-
l tions (eqs. (9)) for Case Z was programed for numerical solution.
Case II was treated in a similar manner.
The approach used to find the solutions to the equations was to
assume values for F“(O) and G’!(O),hereim.afiercalled eigenval.ues,and
integrate the eqmtions numerically to a finite set value of q, labeled
11~!t For purposes of ccmrputationalbrevity ~ was defined as that
val;e of v (to the next lsrgest whole number) at whtch F’{v) =
l.C&0.0000W and F“(TI)= 0.Q+O.000005. The trial eigenvalues were
then adjusted, and the process was repeated until the boundary conditions
were satisfied. The step-size control was external. The step size was
set such that there was no significant change in the eigenvalues when
the example was rerun with a step size equal to one-half of the original
value.
The results of the numerical solutions for Case I are tabulated in
table 1. Each part of this tsble contains the values of ~, G(q),
Gl(q), and G“(v) which satis~ the boundary conditions for given values
. of m and n. Examination of equations (5a) and (5b) shows that when
m= n then F s G; therefore, there are no tabuls,tia of F(q) and its
derivatives for the Case I solutions. They are available frcm the G
+ tables for which m and n are eqyal.
8In Case 11, a similar
(6a] and (6b) reveals that
when p = 1, the solutions
condition exists.
F q G when p=
are not dependent
pendent only on m .!-n. T&bles II(1) to (8)
NACA TN 4370
.
Examination of equations $
1. In additio~ to this,
on m and n but are de-
contain the results for
Case 11 when p = 1, tabulated in a simil& manner to Case 1, with m + n
as the parameter.
The solutions for Case 11 for p = 2 are presented in tables II(9)
to (22). Here the results are presented in two parts. Part (a) in each
table contains the values of ~, F{ ), F’(v), and F’’{~);whereas part (b) g
?contains the values of V, G(q), G’ ~), and G’’(7).
g
In all the aforementioned tables, the results are presented to three-
decimal-place accuracy. However, in most solutions, the eigenvalues had
to be determined to the full eight-significant-figureprecision in order
to match the required boundary conditions. Table III lists the accurate
eigenvalues for all cases as well as the values for the ratio G“(O]/F’’(O).
In addition, table III contains an index to the preceding tables indi-
cating the correspondencebetween the values of the parameters m, n,
and p and the table number in which the solution is presented.
GENERAL
lZxsminationof figures
tions as the parameters





2 to 4 discloseB trends in the graphed solu-
*
m, and p vary. In this section, an attempt
these trends md ascertain general properties of
*’
Solutions for Case I
Examination of equation (4a) indicates that the solutions for Case I
apply to differing types of main-flow streamlines depending on the re-
lation between m md n. When m = n, the main-flow streamline is
linear; tien m = n - 1, the streamline is logarithmic when m = n - d,
d> 1, the equation of the streamline takes the form z = -
(d -ll)Xd-l;
and, finally, when m = n + d, d > -1, the equation of the streamline
takes the form z = xd+l/(d + 1). b order to illustrate the previous
variation, curves were plotted from equation (4a) for b/a = 1. These
streamlines are shown in figure 5. Examination of figures 2 (e.g., fig.
2(b)) and 5 shows-that certain features of the F’ and G’ variations
with m sad n can be related to the stre@ine configurations. When
m<n - 1, the streamline shape is that of a negative-reciprocal-power __ -
curve while G’(T) < F’(v) <1.0. When m= n - 1, the streamline shape
*-1 J




- streamline shape is linesr while G’(q) = F’(v) <1.0. Finally, when
m > n, the shapes of the streamlines are power cuxves, G’(v) >F’(~),
and G’(q) does exceed 1.0.
Studies of approximate solutions made of Case I in reference 5 in-
dicated that the curves of the solutions should faJl in certain well-
determined regions in the plane. Eoweverj the form of the equations ex-
amined was not the same as that @ven ineqpations (5a) and (5b).







With this transformation, equations (5a) and (5b) become







b where the primes now indicate differentiation with respect to v*.
o First, it is observed that as n+~ equations (W} and (llb) might be
approximated by
.
‘(F&’ - 1) - FJ?~ - F~i= O (12a)
*
FmG& + G:= O {Mb)
The solution for F& frcm equation (12a) is plotted in figure 6. The
solution for G& frcm equation {Mb) is given by
(13)
J(-)
where the constsnt c is chosen to fulfill.the boundqy condition
limG~=l
l-pm
The solution for G: from eqution
snd is also shown in figure 6.
It is conjectured in reference
* divide the plane into three regions
. .
(13) can be obtained by qyadratures
5 that the curves F& and G&
such that the curves for G’(q*) can
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be characterized as always falling in a specific region for a range of
values of n and m. This conjecture was exsd.ned more closely by plot-
ting G’(~*) for n= 0, 4, and 10. The results are shown in figure 5.
The regicm to the left of F: is designated by A, the region between
FL and G& by B, and the region to right of GJ by C.
Ifm= O in equation (Jib), the result is FnG~,O + G; o = 0,
which is the same form as equation (12b). It might be expect~d, there-
fore, that the solutions for %,0 should be related to the G&,m curve,
This relation is illustrated in figure 6. Tor m= 0, the G’ curves
lie in region C and approach the G~,m CUI”W as n increases. For
n > 1 the main-flow streamlines are the negative-reciprocal-powertype
(fig. 5).
When m> 0, the G’m,n
the following manner. The
(in fig. 6) whenever m = n
when m = n. However, when
region A, and the main-flow
figure 5. When m <n, the
curves have a relation to the F& curve in
curves me nearest to the FJ curve
~b? This result i.~:~~onagl;o~~~ F’ . G’
m > n, the G’m,n
streamlines are -theintegral-power type in
G; ~ curves are located in region B; and
the main-flow streamlines are &e linear-, logarithmic-, or negative-
reciprocal-power curve in figure 5.
Solutions for Case 11
Examination of the curves of Case II {figs. 3 and 4) reveals the
following general trends in the solutions. In all solutions computed,
all values of F’ and G’ lie below 1.0 in contrast to the solutions
found for Case I. = 1, F’ = G’, and the curves shift to the left
for increasing valmF~ofp n +m (fig. 3)’. For p = 2, the curves for F’
and G’ have roughly the same shape. The cwves for G’ lie slightly
to the left of the corresponding F’ curves with the increment between
the two curves decreasing as either m or n increases (fig. 4). The
curves shift to the left with increasing values of m or n, however,
the variation is less sensitive to n than m. It should be noted that
the shape of the main-flow stresad.ineswhen p = 1 is linear, and, when
P = 2, the shape is parabolic.
DETERMIMTION OF L1241TING-FZOWDEl??XCTION
AND BOUNMRY-IAYI!R STREAMLINES
By lsncndngthe solutions from previous sections it is a sfmple matter
to calculate the limiting-flow deflection of-the bounda~ layer on the
NACA TN 4370 IL
.
* surface and also the actual boundary-layer streamlines for a given flow.
Derivation of appropriate eq,,tions and








As G’(O) =F’(0) = 0, evaluation






a of the boundary layer is de-
(14)





y Values of G“{O]/F’’(O)for the range of parameters used in the solu-
b tion of Cases I and 11 are given in table III. ~ Case II it follows at0 once for p = 1 that G“(O)/F’’(O)= 1 as the F’ and G’ curves
coincide.
-
The large nmber of values of G“(O)/F’’(O)makes it desirable to
study the variations of these values with changes in a given parameter.
w Consequently, the various values of G“(O)/F’’(O)for Case I are plotted
against m in figure 7(a). The curves in the log-log coordinate systa
depicted are plotted for values of n ranging from O to 10. (The value
for m = O is, of course, omitted.) It is seen that the curves are
generally qyite flat, and, in the case of n = 0, the curve appro-tes
closely a straight-line variation. Furthermore, the portion of the
curve from m = 6 on becomes quite linear in all cases. It is inter-
esting to note that, for increasing n, the slopes of the curves at
m= 10 apparently approach a relatively constant lhiting direction.
The curves for Case 11, p = 2, are shown in fi~e 7(b}. There sre
striking differences between the two figures. In figure 7(b), the range
of values for G“(O)/F’’(O)is very smaJJ compared with figure 7(a).
Also, for n= 0, the curve is extremely nonlinear, with linearity being
approached as n increases. As either m or n increase, the ratio
of the eigenvalues approaches 1.0, and the cmes approach zero slope.




c?’ o w—=tamL=F o~h“
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It follows that the limiting streamlines for Cases I and II are:
Case I:
--’H~= G”Ob ~-n+lFO~(m-n+l} + Const.
Case 11:
z P+ .Va= crest”F O
I!hnnericalCalculation of Limiting Streamlines
As an illustration of
following specific example






and calculate Mmiting streamlines for the
n= 0, n=2, n=4, n
m=r2, m=4, m=6, m
(17)
(18)




= 8, m = 10
The equation for the main-flow stremiline is seen to be
2=s
A plot of the various limiting streamlines is given in figure 8.
It might be well at this point to examine the physical implications
of the results given in figure 8. To this end, consider the mainstream
velocity defined
It is seen that,
by
Velocity = m
for x< 1, the higher
= axnJS
the values of n, the smaller




tion normal to the main-flow streamline which is proportional to
velocity2/r where r is the radius of curvature of the streamline. One .
would expect, therefore, that greater overturning of the boundary layer
would occur initially for the smaller values of n (i.e., higher veloc-
ities). Once the boundary layer has initially turned, the influence of b
NAC!.A m 4370
.
* the resultant mainstream pressure gradient on further turning is gen-
13
erally decreased as the b&ndary-l@r direction approaches ~ore &osely
the direction of the pressure gradient. These facts sre evident in fig-
ure 8. It should also be noted that, for the particular case n = 0,
velocity + O at x = O, and, as a results this case corresponds to a




m The equation of the boundary-layer streamlines for a given flow can
be obtained parametricallyby se~a.tely determining the projection of
streamlines in the x,y plane and the Z,X plane. The calculation of
the boundary-layer streamlines for Case I will initially be considered.
The projection of the streamlines in the x,y plane canbe found
from the differential.equation










Alor a streamline, y can be considered a7 =Y ~ can be considered a function of x. function of X; hence,By differentiating q
with respect to x and employing equation {20), the following egpation
can be obtained:
dx -2 ~ln F
x—=X7









the initial values ~ and qo, F(?lo)can be calcu- S
n, and the value of the constant stream function K
For this value of K, F(ri)
can be obtained from the tables for all %lRs
streamline.
With a correspondenceestablished between
along the streamline, y can be computed from
and, hence, ~ (and G’(q))




Y 7 ~. The proJec-=
.-
tion of the streamline in the x,y plane is.thereby obtained. s
g
The projection of the boundary-layer stresml.inein the X,Z plane
—
can be obtained fmm
(22)
With a correspondence
by equation {21), the
established between x and q along a streamline
right side of equation (22) is de~ermined as a
function of x alone. Hence, integration of equation (22) gives
.=:(+-. ~ti+zo {23)
On the other hand, if the expression for x given by equation (21] is
substituted into equation (23], there is obtained
(24)
Equations (21) and (24) can then be considered as parametric equations
for the projection of the boundary-layer streamline in the X,Z plane
with q as the parameter.
M example of the use of equations of the previous type can be
found in reference 7. .
For Case 11 a slightly differing procedure is required inasmuch
as z now enters as a mriable in the expression for q and it is not
possible to solve for x directly. However> the three relations,
*
—=
dx f(x,z,q), g= f(x,z,~), and q = ,f(x,y,z), can be solved simulta-
neously for the calculation of the streamlines. The result is given as































A number of solutions for two classes of similarity equations have
been presented. The similarity eqyations were obtained fran boundary-
layer equations referred to rectanguhr coordinates. The main-flow
streamlines for one class of flows (Case 1) are curves on which corre-
sponding points on any two streamlines are related by a constant d3.s-
placaent along one of the coordinate axes (a systen of translates).
The streamlines for the other set (Case II) are lines emanating from a
point. The first class of flows might be used to analyze flows qwlita-
tively which give rise to boundary layers originating nesx a leating
edge or stagnation line. The second class of flows would probab~ find
ap@ication in investigation of boundary layers originating near a point
(e.g., stagnation-point flow). .
The computed solutioqs for the first class of flows indicate that
curves of the similarity function G t(q) be in one of the three regions
in the plane depending upon a choice of parameters. These parameters
tie exponents appearing in expressions for main-flow velocity components
and, consequently, in the expression for main-flow streamlines. Sample
—
curves of main-flow streamlines are shown that indicate the vary@
types of flows for which these solutions are ap@icable.
16 NACA TN 4370
Equations are presented for the limiting streamlines. A numerical
exaurpleis given for a flow of Case I type, and several.limiting stream-
lines are plotted.
Finally, an analysis gives the parametric equations for calculation
of streamlines in the boundary for both Case I and Case II.
Lewis Flight Rwpulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, September 11, 1958
. .






















function of coordinates x and z, g = 7+IY
constant of integration for stresm equation in x,y plane
constants
symbols for q! and ~’, respectively
symbols for P’ and Rt, respectively
mainstream velocity campcments in x- and z-ittrections,
respectively








similarity variable, q* = —
2q
coefficient of kinematic tiscosity
fumction of q, q =F(q) - q
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TAP&E I. - Continued. NUKERTC~ SOLUTION TO C6SE I (U = a+, U . b+)
(7\ .1-n -“A “,-’tn






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. - Continued. INIMSRICAL SOLUTION TO CASE I (U . Rxn, W . bxm)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.CJ-5 baok 5218 ,
W I. - Contimod. NOHlWtC6L S02J322011TO CA2E I (U - Un, H - bfl)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ill I 3,000 I 2.72I3 I 1.000 I .~
Ii, .1. I II
TABLE I. - continued. ~CAL SOIdPHC12 m CASE I (U = ax”, M - r~)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 !“ . Erczs1’, ,, ~1’,,, ,! ., ,, ,.. , 1 -> ,,1
, 5218 I ‘
T6BL2 I. . CmMnued. NUMXMCAL SOLOT20N ‘IO CASE I (U . 6xn, H - bxm)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































40 NAM TN 4370
TABLE 1. - Continued. NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO CASE I (U = axn, W = bxm)
(35) n=6andm =10
rl G(n) G! (~) G“(??) n G(??) Gl(~) G“(n)
00000 06000 Obooo 3.850 1.500 1.294 1.001 -06004
4050 loo5 s180 34354 1.550 lb344 16001
6100 l018
-aoo3
.336 2,877 1~600 1,394 1s000 -boo2
l150 l038 ,468 28432 1065O 1b444 1.000
l200 l064 l580 2#029 1.700 1.494
-0002
10000 -boo2
b2!50 bo95 l672 16670 10750 1s544 10000 -bool
l300 0131 .747 1~358 1.800 1s594 1.000 -0001
l350 l170 .808 10089 1085O 1a644 1b000
b400 l212
-0001
.857 l863 1*900 10694 1.000 booo
6450 l255 l895 l674 1.950 1.744 1*000 b000
l500 l301 l925 6519 20000 lb794 1.000 b000
l550 l348 6948 b394 2.050 lb844 10000 b000
4600 0396 l965 4294 20100 1.894 10000 l000
l650 b444 l977 b215 20150 1.944 10000 l 000
b?oo 0493 b907 l153 Zezoo 1*994 1.000 0000
l750 0543 b993 0106 2~250 2*044 10000 0000
6800 0593 l997 l0?1 2~300 2~094 16000 l000
.850 G643 1.000 eo45 2,350 26144 1.000 .000
b900 *693 lbooz l026 2,400 2,194 1l 000 l000
l950 l743 1,003 4013 24450 2,244 16000 l000
Iaooo l?93 16003 l004 2.500 2.294 10000 l000
1.050 l843 19003 -0002 20550 2*344
16100
1l 000 l000
l893 1.003 -s005 2.600 2*394 1l000
lb150
l000
l943 10003 -@oo7 2a650 2,444 1,000
10200
b000
a994 laoo3 -0007 2~700 24494 1b000 l000
le250 1.044 1.002 -0007 2.750 2.544 1.000
14300 10094
l000
10002 -6007 2e800 2*594 1l000
16350 10144
l000
leoo2 -tO06 2~850 2a644 16000
lb400 1,194
@000
1.001 -0005 2.900 2*694 laooo l000
14450 1*244 1.001 ‘-0005 2.950 2.744 1l 000 l000
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TABLE 1. - Concluded. NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO CASE I (U = axn, W = bxm)
?7 G(7j’) Gt (~) G“ (~) n G(n) G!(n) G“(n)
00000 04000 04000 3.785 laoclo 0e780 0e996
e025
0a027
bool l092 30536 lm025 l805 l 997 9022
l050 boo5 l 177 3e289 1.050 l830 l998 l019
l075 l010 l256 3a048 14075 6855 l998 l016
bloo 0017 l329 2,814 16100 l880 ,998 l013
l125 l026 .397 2e589 10I25 l905 6999 boll
,150 lo37 f1459 2*374 1s150 b930 l999 l009
6175 l049 l516 2,170 16175 b955 b999 6007
8200 c063 l567 1~978 lk200 l980 l999 l006
l225 l078 l615 1.797 le225 laoo5 l999 boo5
l250 6093 l657 1~629 19250 16030 1l000 l004
l275 bllo l696 1*472 1*275 leo55 Ibooo 6003
6300 b128 l731 la326 la300 16080 1b000 l003
4325 l 147 l763 la192 16325 1,1o5 1l000 lO02
l350 l166 l791 leo68 lb350 la130 1.000 boo2
l 375 l186 l816 b955 la375 1,155 14000 cool
l400 l207 6839 ~852 16400 1~180 1l000 cool
l425 l228 l859 l758 1~425 la205 1l000 bool
b450 l250 l877 l673 1,450 1~230 1l000 lMI
b475 a272 l892 b596 19475 1,255 1l000 bool
l500 l295 l906 a527 lb500 le280 1l000 gOm
l525 6317 l919 b464 14525 14305 19000 l000
-550 l341 l930 l408 lb550 lb330 1l000 4Om
l575 *364 l939 e358 1*575 lb355 1l000 g000
s600 l388 a948 8313 1.600 1.380 1l000 looo
a625 9411 l955 a273 1.625 16405 1.000 b000
l650 0435 c961 l238 la650 1.430 1.000 9000
l675 l459 .967 fi207 1,675 1.455 16000 9000
6700 l484 4972 0179 16700 1.480 1*000 l000
l725 s508 l976 l155 1.725 10505 Ic000 l000
b750 6532 l980 b134 1.750 1,530 1l 000 b000
l775 l557 .983 l115 lb775 10555 1.000 l000
l800 l582 l985 l099 la800 le580 1l 000 h000
l825 l606 l988 l085 1.825 la605 1 l000 btmo
l850 .631 9990 l072 1.850 IG630 16000 Sooo
l875 l656 0991 a062 1.875 1*655 1 l000 l000
4900 b680 ,993 0052 19900 18680 1l 000 l000
l925 b705 l994 bo44 1.925 1.705 1l000 b000
6950 l730 l995 l038 1*950 le730 1l 000 l000
l975 b755 *996 0032 1.975 16755 1l 000 l000
2*000 16780 1 l000 looo






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, # CJ-7 baok
T6BL2 II. - Continued. W035CCCAL SOLUTIOW 9!0 CASE 11 (U - uKOzm-l, W - bx@zm)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tm12 II. . Continued. lrmKPJCAL SOLUTION TO CASE II (U - @ZFl, W - bxn-lsm )































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABL2 11. . Continued. NU~C.U SOLUTION m CASE IT (U - 8xnzm-1, M . bxn-lzm)




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T4U21 H. - Continued. 10mRUCM SOLUTION TO C6SE 11 (IJ. ax%m-l, w - bxn-lgm)
(lo) P-2, n-0, md m-3































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. - Continued. wRICAL S02U’210N m C6S6 II (U . mn#l, W . bxn-~gm)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CJ-8 ““ ““ 5218 * 4
TABIX 11. . Continued. NUNE251W SOIJ3mON TO CASE II (U . a#zm-l, W . bxn-lzm)



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.000 4.000 Am I
I
T6BLB II. - Continued. NIJ?42WICdL SOLIT210R TO CA.% 11 (U . @zml, U . bxn-%m)
(13) p-2, n-l, and ~=3





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, , u ,
W-8 back 5218





(14) p- P,n-l, and m=5
)) and derlvatlveo (
o(7))

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAILS II. - Continued. HW!ERXCAL SOLUTION m CAS!6 II (U - axnzm-l, H - b#-lzm)
(15) p=2, n-5, andrn-O





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* I 1 5218 , 1
TABLE II. - Continumd . 21UHH51C6L SOLOTION TO CASE II (U - E#zwl, H . b#-lzm)
(16) p=2, n-5, nnd m-l























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. - Contlmled.. 5TU74ESICAL SOLOTION To CASE 11 (u . ~nzm-l, h’ . bxn-lzm)
(17) p -2, n-3, @.ndm - S
(
F(n)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. - Continued. 37uNERICAL SOLW210H TO CA2E 11 (u - ~n-l, w - b+-lr?q





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T6BLE II. - Continued. 51UMERICAL WLUT20N TO CME U (U . @zm-l, H . bxn-l~m)
(19) p
-2, n-5, andn= o





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAM.2 II. - Continued. No34EUcm 90LmION m cmz II (u. ~nzm-l,w . bxn-l#)
(ZO)p=2, n-5, and m-l


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE III. - SUNNARY OF EIOENVALUE8,RATIO OF EIGENVALUE8,AND TABLE INDEX
Case I
1 m F“(0) a“(o)
&
0“o Solutlons n m F“(0) (t”(o)
&
~11 o Solutions
listed In listed in
table - table -










5.44926954 16.410595 3.4117643 1.1611124
r 10 6.317167D7 19.024286 3.6502669 1.3103531






2 1..7480821 1.4182214 1.9075416 .5629790.7
4 2.5897020 2.1010288 2.4538180 .72420344
I
6 3.2999556 2.6772585 2.9417263 .86820143
8 3.9339120 3.1915862 3.3882993 1.0000000
4.5159800 3.6636207
2 1: 1.7150676 .71607175
3.8037494 1.1226132






1.71=676 1.0000000 1.9909028 .5259800L
4 2.4647970 1.4371428 2.5017160 .6609326.2
6 3.1030232 1.8092717 2.9630576 .78281524
} J
3.6742?i84 2.1423344 3.3880884 .69510485
4.199m4 2.4484647 3.7851302 1. Ooowo





4 “2.4057224 1 .Ocmocwo




p ‘n-ml Fn(0) G“(o)
*
on o Solutions p n m F“ (0)
-#











3 2.473011S 2.7318811 1.1046779
3 1.7712984 1 ;7712984 II 3 5 3,4309556 3.8287362 1.0576459
4 2.1349036 2.1349036 II 4 1 1 1.4115422 1.7916184 1.2692631
5 2.445296Z 2.4452962 11 5
1
3 2.7466290 .2.9849798 1.0867794
6 2.7206142 2.7206142 II 6 5 3.6334391 3.8216402 1.0517970
8 3.2011128 3.2011128 11 7 3 0 1.4393410 1.8175671 1.2627773
10 3.6184272 3.-6184272 II 8
1
1 2.1~83259 2.4732072 1.1301823
3 3.2246025 3.4333645 1.0647404
5 4.0074496 4.1800578 1.0430718
5 0 2.1999634 2.4843196 1.1292550
, I
12.7601433 2.99804451.0861916

















kLeading edge of plate
z















































Figure 2. - Variation of solutions to Case I
—-


























0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Similarityparameter,q
Figure3. - Variationoffiolutionsto Case II (u . ~%m-l, w= bxn-hm)
with m+.n,p=l.
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Simflarfty *ran
(b) n -1.
u .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.s
inter, n











Figure 4. - Va~iation of aolutlons to Case II
(U= axnzm-l, w = bxn-lzm) ~lth m~ P = 2“





















0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1:4 1.6
x
Figure5. - !&@cal main-flowsimeamlines for Case I (U= s@, W= bxm).


















































m.umrormd ll.ilm-ity wramtii, n*
(b) n-4. (al n- 10. .














1 2 4 6 8 10
(a) Case I solutions.
2 4 6
m
(b) Case II, p = 2, solutions.
Figure 7. - Variation of’ Gn(0)/F’’(O)with m ati n (except
for m = 0).
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Figure 8.
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